
A Guide to Gate Judging 
Gate Judges determine the penalties to be given to paddlers for touching or missing gates; and 
manage paddlers to prevent them from interfering with each other.  Gate judges will work on 
judging stations in pairs or threes and be assigned up to 6 gates to review.  Two judging stations may 
be given the same gate to judge (eg judging station 1 may judge gates 1-5 and judging station 2 may 
judge gates 5-9) .  One judge will be the primary gate judge for any given gate.  Each judging station 
will also assign a ‘transmission judge’ who is responsible for recording penalties on the iPad (if using) 
and communicating any penalties not correctly received by Compiling over the radio/headset.  
Please see Appendix 2 for how to refresh an iPad. 

Key Responsibilities  
 Determine, according to the ICF rules, whether a competitor has incurred a gate penalty (touch / 

miss).  See separate Appendix. 
 Clearly mark judging sheets with judge’s name, sheet number, bib number of competitor and 

penalties. 
 Prevent slower paddlers from interfering with faster paddlers by ordering slower paddlers to 

interrupt their paddling to let the faster paddler through (whistle signal) 
 The Primary Judge will record the penalty against the bib and gate numbers on the Judging sheet, 

with notes regarding what was observed and why the penalty was given if required or the penalty is 
likely to be queried. 

 The Transmission Judge will record the penalty awarded by the Primary Judge on the iPad. 
 The Transmission Judge will communicate with Compiling to clarify any penalties recorded or any 

penalties that have not transmitted correctly to compiling. 
 The Transmission Judge will refresh the iPad where required, for example if communication with 

compiling is lost – see Appendix 2 for process.  
 The Transmission Judge will report an overtake or capsize over the radio / headset if it happens in 

your judging section. 
If there is any doubt about a penalty, call for the chief judge to confirm and notify compiling that the penalties 
are being reviewed. 

If compiling calls in asking for penalties to be radioed through, and the section is busy, notify compiling so they 
do not keep calling, and call back when not busy. 

Equipment 
 Start List 
 Judging sheets 
 Pens 
 Radio or headset equipment for communication 
 iPad 

  



 

  



 

  



 


